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Presi~el1t)s
By Richard Vilnderberg
any of you will recall that earlier this year
George Smith, the President and CEO of the
ESSC made a presentation to your RASC
Council. He requested at that time that we give a donation
of $50,000 to the ESSe. At the last Council meeting, a
proposal was made to donate a sum of $25,000 to the
ESSe. That motion failed. The Council did approve a
recommendation for the purchase of other items. You will
be voting on those proposed expenditures tonight.

M

During the past several weeks , some members have
expressed some concern that because of Council's fai lure
to donate any money to the ESSC, we may be faced with
the closure of the observatory and/or losing the many
benefits, which the ESSC extends to us, such as meeting
in their facilities. Because of these concerns, David
Prud' homme and I met with Mr. Smith. The purpose of
the meeting was to clarify the thinking of the RASC
Council and also to ascertain Mr. Smith's reaction to
Council 's decision and other actions by Council.
The meeting took place in Mr. Smith's office. It was a
friendly and informal meeting, which lasted about fortyfive minutes. Mr. Smith did express his disappointment
that the ESSC would not be receiving the $50,000, which
he had requested. He understood full well that while the
RASC has assets of around $80,000, that that is not all in
spendable money. In fact, at the time of the last Council
meeting, the RASC had about $27,000 in spendable funds.
He also understood full well that the concerns which many
RASC members had expressed regarding the ''Donate A
Star" programme, which would have bee the intended
use of our donation , raised many ethical questions. In
fact, he himself expressed concerns about the fact that
some fmns were claiming to be able to sell stars, areas of
the moon and the planets.

David and I then explained to him what the Council was
proposing to spend money on. He expressed his support
for the possibility of our adding a new solar filter to one
of the telescope at the Observatory. He also was stongly
supportive of the possibility that we many in the future
purchase a 16-inch telescope for the Deck. This could be
linked to a T.v. in the ESSC so that people waiting in
line could view what the telescope was pointed at.
Mr. Smith then pointed out that the current plans of the
ESSC call for the improvement of the planetarium in
approximately three years. At that time, they would also
like to build a new Observatory. When it comes time to
begin designing the new Observatory and determining
where it would be located, he said that he would like the
input of RASC members. We assured him that that would
be forthcoming. He also said that the sign on lllth Avenue
would be moved in the future.
To sum up both David and I feel that it was a good
meeting. It is always better to meet and discuss issues
rather than operate on rumours and specu lation.
We thanked the ESSC for their
support, both in the past
and the present and Mr.
Smith expressed his
appreciation for all the
hours of volunteer time
that RASC members
have donated.

National Council
Meeting
March 10, 1001

By Pat Abbott
our two National Council Reps. enjoyed the
delights of a snowy, slushy and windy Toronto.
In fact the reps from Eastern Canada all
complained of their terrible winter and how the snow kept
piling up and how each night was cloudy. We really
enjoyed regaJing them with stories of clear, warm nights
here in the West this winter. They were not amused!!
Enough of that. Now for the highHghts of the meeting.

Y

A new Centre has been born: Prince Albert ,
Saskatchewan.
The distribution of memberships and Handbooks last fall
was much smoother with no major glitches.
Budget:
This was the big issue. The healthy balance at National
Office is largely dependent on the sale of the publications,
particularly the Handbook. The worry is that thjs may
not continue. In fact sales last year showed a slight dip.
Competition is strong from various software programs
and the trend to digitaJ and away from print will probably
accelerate.
It was proposed (and narrowly passed) that a 10% increase
in dues be recommended to the NationaJ Assembly RASC
in London, Ontario this summer. All members will be

able to vote (by proxy if needed). In the past Edmonton
Centre has absorbed the increase so there has been in
effect no increase for individual members. With the
cancellation of the
supplementary fee, no
one here in Edmonton
will see a fee raise if it
does go through The
issue of the 60/40 spHt
in dues (Nationall
Local Centre) was
addressed and the
possibility of a
decoupling of these
portions was raised .
No action at the moment, but it will be studied in
committee and will come back to National Council.
The new Dark Sky Reserve in southern Ontario was
discussed.
A new Observers Log is being put together but is not
complete. It is an attempt to get away from the "collection
of numbers" approach of the Messier Certificate etc and
will include such things as a place to sketch and observing
details-looks good!
All in all a lively and interesting meeting. Clear skies
and Hght winds.

Celestron Super C8
Byers Worm Gear Drive
Meade #908 Nebula Filter
Multicoater Ortho 12.5rnm eyepiece
Celestron Ortho 7rnm eyepiece
Plossl26rnm eyepiece
Skylight Filter #2 and more

Wind
14 ft. wide, 4 ft. high
Can be set up in different forms. Includes guy-wires.

$10.00
Also available at no charge:

Sky and Telescope

$1500.00
Please call Valley Doyle at
(780) 474-4109

Jan. 1967 until Jan. 1975
Contains all installments of John H. MaUas
& Evered Kreimer's:
A Messier Album
and Walter Scott Houston's:
Deep Sky Wonders

Jenny Rusch
(780) 489-3635
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observer's
Report
By Alister Ling

an you say $%#@$ aurora?! How inconsiderate,
taking out our precious dark sky time. Then again,
it provided the most spectacular photographs at
our recent meetings than we've seen in a long time.
Remember that the Sun rotates in about a month, so we
should expect aurorae to have continued at the end of
April, and every 3 nights thereafter. Deep-sky observers
can be found loudly proclaiming the end of solar max is
nigh, in bare hope that the Sun will li sten and quieten
down.

C

One small blessing is that Friday night April 20-21 turned
out clear, and even aurora free! Lots of people were out at
Blackfoot under pretty cold conditions. Denis Boucher
noted it was excellent, with seeing estimated at 0.7 arc
second or better. He managed to see 3 comets, McNaughtHartley, PISchaumasse and Linear C/1999 T2. Way to go
Denis! I'm sorry I wasn't able 0 make it, because Saturday
night was partly lost to clouds, as anticipated. Bruce
reported seeing a few Lyrids.
At the deck of the Space & Sciences Centre Sunday
evening April 22nd, several members and volunteers were
gazing at Jupiter, Saturn, and some double stars. One of
the doubles was zeta Cancri, a triple system. The neat
thing about it is that the three stars in the system are
almost perfectly in line! The inner doublet is only 1
arcsecond apart. Two of us committed to it being on one
side of the line joining the primary and outer component,
another two said it was on the other side! Next year at
this time, the alignment will have noticeably changed.
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After that it will get a Little harder to notice one year to
the next.
Returning to the subject of comets, by the time September
rolls around, there will be two morning comets, one PI
Borrely, and the other UNEAR WMl. The former of the
two should be around 9th magnitude and a nice sight in
front of the Gemini-Orion Milky Way, and will be visible
in August at the star parties in Orion. UNEAR will be
getting better as winter arrives, but in September it will
be a challenge, closer to II -12th magnitude. At one point
it will pass close to NGC 1624, an combiation open cluster
and nebula in Perseus, but this is mostly an event for
CCD'ers.
Mars madness is upon us! If you haven 't had the chance
to view Mars yet, get out there! As Murray has explained,
it won't be often that we will get clear steady nights for
seeing good detail on Mars, so your best bet is to try often.
Meteorologically, the best times in summer will be on the
second or third day in a row of hot weather, near 30C.
This typically occurs when the atmosphere isn't doing
too much, which means it won't be roiling around and
there is a good chance of steady skies.
May 15th marks the beginning of perpetual summer
twilight. Don 't let that stop you from observing though.
During my first few summers in Edmonton, I gladly
observed during the short nights because even the close
in Waskehegan site was better than my dark site 90
minutes from Montreal.

' , !¥ .'

•
There is a mini-unofficial star/work party in Caroline,
the site of the Alberta Star Party, during the new moon
weekend of May 19-20th. It's a long weekend, with
Monday being a holiday. Although there won 't be
astronomical darkness, there will be 4 hours of better than
nautical darkness between 11 :30 and 3:30. For more
information. contact Roland Dechesne rolandd@cnrl.com
of the Calgary RASC. Bring a hammer and a shovel if
you are so inclined.
Another activity to keep your non-Mars observing going
throughout the summer is to make some attempts at
asteroid occultations. Maps for finding the target star can
be found at the web site listed below. There are a few

events coming up: May 16, roughly 10:50-11 :OOpm a 10.7
mag star disappears behind 2829 Bobhope (!). June 3 at
2: 19 am, just in case you're not sleeping Bruce. A mag
10.4 star disappears behind 392 Wilhelmina. On June
24-25, at 1:48am 631 Phillipina blocks out a 10.9 mag
star. As most of you know by now, most of these events
are misses, and there is always uncertainty in the path.
That said, the only way to see one of these unusual events
is to keep trying! For updates on the path, please visit the
IOTA web page at:
http ://www.lunar-occ ultations .co mliota/asteroi ds/
astrndx.htm
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Meteor

Observing
By Dave Cleary & Robert Rolf
he Radio Astronomy Committee of Edmonton
Centre is testing a number of techniques for doing
radio meteor observations and conducted a
successful observation of the Lyrid Shower on April 22.
Here's how it works.

T

are reflected by it. This plasma acts like a mirror to radio
waves and is referred to as an "over-dense" trail. If you
are in the right place, you can receive reflected radio waves
on your receiver from great distances away, up to about
2 100 km.

You can use your FM radio to detect meteors as they enter
the earth's atmosphere. As the meteor bums up on entry,
atmospheric gases are ionized creating conditions that
will reflect Line of sight radio waves over the horizon
from distant radio stations. This means that if you are
tuned to an FM radio station over the horizon from your
home, and you hear music or voices, a meteor has probably
passed between you and the radio station.

Not all meteors have enough mass or speed to completely
ionize a trail capable of reflecting radio waves. These
"under-dense" trails allow radio waves to enter the trail.
The waves are then reflected randomly by free electrons
rather than in a uniform manner.

Meteors enter the atmosphere at velocities that range from
10 to 75 kilometers per second . It is friction between the
meteor and air molecules that cause the meteor to heat up
and give off light. About 10% of the energy of motion in
the meteor is converted to heat and light. The remaining
energy is consumed by stripping electrons from atoms in
the air leaving ionized gas in its trail.

Reflection from the trail follows the rules of optics. A
flashlight shone on a wall mirror will reflect onto a
predictable location on an opposite wall. The pattern on
the wall wilI depend on how smooth the mirror is and
may be distorted due to irregularities in the mirror surface.
This is also the case with the reflection of radio waves
from a meteor trail. Upper atmosphere winds can break
or reorient the trail so that reflections are distorted. This
causes signals to have sounds characteristic of the type of
distortion involved.

From the point of view of meteor observation by radio
there are two types of meteor trails - "under-dense" and
"over-dense." Some meteors have enough energy to
produce an ionization trail with a high density of free
electrons so that radio waves cannot enter the trail and

The basic method for observing meteors with an FM radio
is relatively easy. You can either simply listen for reflected
radio signals, or you can do more complicated
observations by recording data and analyzing it. I am
going to discuss the second approach. You wilI need a
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good FM radio, a method of recording your observation,
and a way of showing your data.
First you need to find a frequency on which no local radio
stations are broadcasting. Thne your radio from the lowest
setting to the highest making a note of the frequency of
each station that your radio can pick up. You need to
listen on a clear frequency. For example, say there are 5
stations with frequencies of 88.9,99.5, LOLl, 103.7, and
107.1. You must choose an FM station that does not
broadcast on any of those frequencies.
For best results, you need to choose a radio station to
listen for that is about 1300 km (800 mi) away. This
distance usually gives the longest duration signal . But
you can also detect signals reflected off meteors from
stations between 700 km (400 mi) and 2100 km (l300
mi) possibly even closer or farther away.

Since radio astronomers must get a good nights sleep at
all times (unless you are Robert Rolf), having a method
of recording the observations is extremely helpful. Not
only does it allow for sleep, it makes it possible to analyze
the information you collect.
Audio output from the receiver can be recorded on VCR
tapes or on standard audio tapes. Make sure you use good
quality tapes to prevent noise from the tape itself from
interfering with recorded signals . Hi Fi VCRs are
recommended because they have good fidelity and can
record sessions up to 8 hours long.
In order to get meaningful information from your meteor
observations you need some means of transforming your
observation into data. Audio recording may preserve the
sound for playback but as yet this linear recording is
difficult to work your way through . Most often, counting
the number of "hits" is easier using data logging software.
A handy solution is to download a copy of Radio Sky
Pipe (RSP) which can be downloaded free of charge for

Take a map that covers an area from Edmonton to
Colorado and Vancouver to Winnipeg. Draw three circles
one at 700 km, a second at 1300 km and a third at 2100
km. Go to
http://radio
~ File loaded: E:\A3t,onomy\AadlO Sky·Pip" U~,,\NoY ..\oltJ.4\o10429\OlI1429220220. • pd
I!lIiJI3
station.com/
kodis/ and
100- ,----------------,----------------,---------------,----------------,
identify a
radio station
~-~--------------_r----------------r_--------------_r------------_r~
as close to
the 1300 km
75-~--------------~----------~----r---~r_----~--_r--+_~------_r~
distance as
possible and
59-~--_r----------_r--04------_r--~~~_1----_+~~4---+_~_Hr+~~~
within the
other two
4 3-LI~~~~~~~~~,~~~~~~~~~,~--~~~~~~~~~----~--~~,
circles.
00 :13 :31

01 :51 :55

03 :30: 19

05 :08 :43

06 :47 :07

You've
Run Schegule
1.1l...:..J.!!lI!!J..!.L!J.~:j.:±J~ F.YI VIeW ISave View I
selected a
station. It is
Sporadic meteor count on April 29, 2001 (approximately
better to observe overnight when human activity is at a
16 meteors). Time is displayed along the X axis.
low ebb. Also, the number of meteors observable increases
at around 6 a.m. when the leading edge of the earth travels
individual amateur users from Radio Sky (http://
into the stream of sporadic or shower meteors. As a result
www.radiosky.com/). a supplier of amateur radio
of these two factors, many radio meteor observers conduct
astronomy equipment and software. This program uses
their observations between midnight and 7 a.m .

Continued next page
"J:." •
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the sound card on your computer to log data samples as
many as 4 times per second.
The preceeding chart show the results of our observation
ofthe Lyrid meteor shower the morning of April 22, 200 I.
On that night, we observed approximately 55 meteors.
The following chart shows a data run for a non-shower
evening run (April 29) as a control to compare against
the shower results. Only 16 sporadic meteors were detected

that evening. Two other control runs confirm the much
higher incidence of meteor activity the morning of April
22.
The Radio Astronomy Committee of Edmonton Centre
will be posting recommended radio meteor observing
procedures on our website in the near future once we have
"road tested" the techniques for other interested members
of the RASe.

1!l1iIEI

;;:;; File Loaded: E:\Asllonomv\Radio SItV'Pipe Use\t.!ova\0104\Ol 0422\01 0422001303.spd
fie Y:- Mode Qptiont Help !.!pgrade

108 -~---------------'----------------'----------------'r-----------.----'

92- ~---------------+----------------~----------------~------+---+---~

-

75 -~---------------+--;-~~--~----4----------+------~-+--4-+---+----4

-

59 -~~~~r+~rh~

43- ~
1 ~~~~__~~__~I__~~__~~~__~I__~~__~~__~_IL-~~__~~__~~I

00 :13 :02
§tart Chart )

01 :41 :55

il..I.Litll!iL!..l..!.l.±:J..:tJ.nJ

03 :10 :48
FuU Vi..w

I Save View I

04: 39 :4 1
Run Schedule

Lyrid Shower results from the morning of April 22, 2001
(approximateLy 55 meteors).

"Aurora!"
Taken with a Nikon N2000 SLR
Camera. Photo courtesy of Dale
Nosko.
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Like To Do

A Book
Review?

.:.

Molecular Hydrogen in Space

.:.

The Planet Observer's Handbook (Second Edition)*
(Reserved for review by Sherrilyn Jahrig)

.:.

Theoretical Astrophysics

.:.

The Universe Unveiled.

Please contact your Club Librarians during either the May
or June meetings. Outside of the Club meetings, you can
contact me at the address or phone number below.

tbirdbass@worldgate.ca
(780) 461-4933

By Harris Christian
he RASC Edmonton Centre Library has just
received a number of books from Cambridge
University Press. Under the arrangement that we
have with Cambridge, they periodically send us FREE
books, with the understanding that we review the books
and publish the review in our newsletter Stardust. The
continued donation of these free books is contingent upon
our ability to publish reviews of the books. It would be in
our collective best interest to continue this arrangement
with Cambridge. We have one volunteer reviewer so far,
and look forward to hearing from others. If you select a
book during either the Mayor June 2001 meetings, the
review would be expected for publication in our newsletter
for either September or October 2001.

T

The books for review encompass a variety of topics
including astrophysics, binocular observation, comets,
cosmology, eclipses, and planetary observation. And the
titles are:
.:. Accretion Processes in Star Formation
•:.

Comets, Creators and Destroyers

.:.

Destiny of Chance

.:.

Exploring the Night Sky With Binoculars

.:.

Glorious Eclipses

WELCOME TO THE ANNUAL
SUMMER DEBAUCHERY
Place: ShirLee Adamson's acreage:
430 - 51112 Range Road 222, Sherwood Park
Is actually very close to South Cooking Lake on Hwy 14.
Range Road 222 does not go through at Hwy 14, so you
have to take Range Road 223, to Township Rd. 512. Turn
left, and shortly after you will see Hillside Park, on the
right. There you are!
Time: Saturday, June 23, 2001
any time after 3:00 PM
BYO: food and drink. Coffee and tea will be available,
some tables and chairs .
If it really rains, the event is cancelled. If it doesn't rain
soon, instead of boating on the pond, we will be mud
wrestling!
If you need directions, my phone is
922-4021, or E-mail adamsons@worldgate.com
ShirLee Adamson

t~r

. .
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planet
Report
By Murray Paulson

pring has sprung, the grass has riz, I wonder where
the planets is? Well , they abound and May offers
more than perpetual twilight! Mercury puts on a
good evening show and the lord of the underworld and
the war god rise to their respective oppositions. Yes, it
will be a fine month for planets.

Venus has just crossed the ec liptic on May 10, and is
quickly gaining distance on the sun. The big problem
though is that the morning ecliptic in the springtime is
just about horizontal, so although Venus is over 40 degrees
from the sun , it is only 10 degrees above the horizon at
sunrise. Venus is mostly lost to the mornjng twilight glare.
It ri ses 3/4 hr before the sun and look for it 42 degrees to
the southwest of the sunrise position. It is a -4.5 magnitude
fat crescent with a 33" diameter at the beginning of the
month and shrinks to 22.5" gibbous di sk in early June.
Venus rises out of the morning ecljptic while most of the
other planets bunch together around the sun. On the
morning of May 19th, you can find a slim crescent moon
almost 5 degrees below Venus. At this point, the moon is
6 degrees below the ecliptic, a bit of a double whammy
with that morning ecljptic!

S

Mercury has been ri sing in the evening sky as it heads to
its May 21 st greatest eastern elongation. Dichotomy
actually occurs on the 16th, and on this date you can see
its 50%-illuminated disk which will subtend 7.16". TheI6
-17th are a bonus, because we are treated to a conjunction
of Mercury and Jupiter. A 7" half phase Mercury will sit
about 3 degrees north of the 33" Jupiter. It is interesting
to note that Mercury appears just over 5 times as big as
Jupiter's moons Ganymede and Callisto, but is actually
slightly smaller in physical size. On the evening of May
23, Mercury, Jupiter and the one day old moon form a
nice line up with the moon lying lowest on the pole. The
thin crescent moon will lie 5 degrees west of Jupiter and
sljghtly below the ecliptic. This will be tough , because
the moon lies only 11 degrees from the sun. If you can
find the -2.2 magnitude Jupiter in the twilight about 10
degrees south of where the sun sets, look one binocular
field below it to find the thin crescent moon. The trick
will be to see the moon naked eye. One evening later, the
moon will switch ends on the pole, coming out on top,
5.0 degrees east from Mercury. At sunset, thi s direction
is exactly horizontally south of Mercury. Jupiter will lie
7 degrees below and to the north of Mercury.
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Mars has turned the comer of its retrograde motion and
is slowly making its way to the lowest point on the ecliptic.
Which by the way, it will save for opposition! Its altitude
will decline from 11 degrees in early May to about 9
degrees in early June. At the same time, it's disk will
swell from 16." to just over 22" by early June and it will
brighten as we close in on it as well, going from -1.4
magnitude to -2.5 as it nears opposition. Despite it's poor
altitude, it is worth having a look at now. By the June
opposition, it will drop to only 9 degrees altitude, and
June is traditionally our poorest observing month. So the
point is do it now. Mars culminates at 4:00 am in early
May and 2:50 am by the end of May. Have a look after

;,

::t

you find Pluto in the morning skyl The nearly full moon
will join Mars on the nights of June 6 and 7th, so this
would not be a good night to hunt Pluto down, but should
make for a decent photo opportunity.

In early May we loose Saturn to the twilight glare and
Jupiter will follow suit at the end of the month. Saturn
goes into conjunction with the sun on May 25 and then
moves into the morning sky. Jupiter will provide the
viewer with a few more last looks before the month is out
and then moves into conjunction with the sun in mid June.
From Jupiter's vantage, the Earth and Mars would be in
superior conjunction with the sun.
As a consolation prize, Pluto is well placed for late nightJ
morning viewing. It amazes me how high it sits above

the ecliptic. While we watch Mars decline to 3 degrees
below the ecliptic, Pluto sits over 10 degrees above it!
Consult the charts in Sky and Telescope, Astronomy
Magazine or the Observers Handbook for finder charts to
locate it. To verify that you have actually seen it, you
need to observe it, draw it against the field stars and then
return to the same field on another night to see that it has
in fact moved against the stars. Fortunately it doesn't take
much artistic talent to draw the field and it is fun to have
documented that you have captured this distant wanderer.
One cheat on making the drawing that I commit is to get
a printout of the field down to magnitude 14 -15 and plot
your observation on it. To get the most out of your scope,
you will need to use fairly high power. I use 170 to 220
power. This will maximize the sky background contrast
and make Pluto's faint mote more visible. An entertaining
pastime is to try your luck and see how
small an instrument you can use to see
Pluto. I challenged Alister Ling many
years ago when he owned a 125 mm
refractor and I owned a 94 mm Brandon.
We both found it, but not without some
serious scrutinizing! My effort took just
over an hour and my eyes were very tired
afterward from the strai n to see the few
photons that were trickling by. If you
miss Pluto in this window, don' t despair
because it is easi ly visible in the early
evening sky at the summer star parties.

Pluto - As seen by the Hubble Space Telescope
Till next month, clear skies!
The author may be contacted at

mpaulson@ecn.ab.ca

RAse Meeting Dates for 2001
June 11
September 10
October 15
November 12
December 10

RAse Observing Dates for 2001

~;:.

'
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The Cambridge
Planetary
Handbook
y Michael E. Bakich
blished by Cambridge University Press 2000

Reviewed By Sherrilyn Jahrig
he Cambridge Planetary Handbook is a must-have
for amateur astronomers who like to have answers
to the expanding question-bank that new missions
and instruments are inspiring. This is a beautifully
compiled book on our solar system, with a user-friendly
attitude. The simplicity of layout, uncluttered writing
style and clean-cut choice of material presented make the
handbook an astronomer's first-rate companion. The book
rests on the leading-edge of planetary data at the tum of
the 21st century. Thi s alone is good reason to keep it for
future generations.

T

The cover jacket features the Hubble Space Telescope's
'lollipop shot' of Saturn and a sequence of Jupiter images
from Voyager 2 and Riccioli 's 1651 sketches. The glossy
pages and luxurious layout send the message that this is
not a field book. If you Like to stock up on intriguing data
before observing or presenting the sky to the public, or
find yourself listlessly lounging at your couch-site when
dark-site or backyard is cloud-lit, this book should be
witrun arm's reach.
Starting my read with the glossary-I like to know as
much as possible about a place before I go-I come across
that potentially good scrabble word, 'syzygy ', (drawing a
blank would be necessary here). 'Graben' is another word
I haven't mumbled lately, whereas 'bow shock' is one I
have. A unit conversion table and a short bio of

astronomers that have contributed to planetary astronomy
complete the tag-a-Iong section. I recommend these
sections as a preface to the read.
The real preface, found predictably at the beginning of
the book, begins with a small but cruel little mistake
wherein the author polar-aligns our journey by referring
to Polaris as alpha Ursa Majoris instead of Minoris, a
minor sHp unless you believed it. Unfortunately, the book
is marred by other little mistakes e.g. p. I09 : two
'morning' elongations of Venus; p.234: S. equatorial
'belt' instead of 'zone'.
The book is divided into two main sections, The Lists
(Planets and Satellites) and The Planets. When I first
encountered the lists, a section of data spread over the
first seventy-five pages, I thought the format wasted a lot
of space. There are many half blank and some totally
blank pages that I wouldn't be making notes on, the
paper's too nice and the particular data isn't likely to
change in my Lifetime. Perhaps they inspire contemplation
although staring into space is something astronomers
don ' t seem to have a problem doing.
The Lists range from 'Eccentricity' to 'Wind speeds' or
'Names of the planets, Sun and Moon around the world'.
The latter section covers twelve languages, sadly
neglecting China, one of the big players in the
observational recording of celestial events throughout
history. At the same time both Danish and Swedish are
included even though eight objects translate into exactly
the same word . What on Earth ... er. .. Ard, Jorden, Terre,
Erde, Gea, Arets, Terra, Chlkyu, Jorden, Zemlja .. .is going
on here?
The beauty of the lists is in the mulling of the data.
Aligning orbital information from an earth-centred image
and then envisioni ng the Sun's brightness and size from
different planets is a fascinating mind game to play,
solitaire. Viewing this type of thing on a screen is much
different than trying to create the image in your mind'seye.
The Planets are discussed in terms of physical, orbital
and observational data, early ideas, important concepts,

transits. and recent data; the discussion of each object
concludes with an excellent historical timeline that
includes all those missions ... neatly lined up. Michael
Bakich sees fit to include Pluto as a planet, unlike Stuart
Ross Taylor, for instance, in his ' Destiny and Chance'
(Cambridge U.P. 1998). Bakich presents a lively argument
from different points of view, including David Levy's point
that unlike any known asteroid, Pluto has a detectable
atmosphere and is much larger in diameter than any
cometary object.
The abundance of sketches from past centuries leave me
feeling like I am floating on a thjn crust of recent truth
that is constantly in flux, built on the patient, insightful

work of men and women dedicated to the gradual
unveiling of our place around the Sun. The Linda Hall
library, NASA, and Bakich's own collection of photos
and illustrations are a treasure trove. There are many
images I have never seen before. Holly Bakich's diagrams
are well thought out and suitable for classroom
demonstration.
With the Cassini and Odyssey missions tracking down
mountains of new information, this wou ld be an excellent
book to use as Base Camp for the 21st century's long but
weightless climb into the local mystery, a trek lit by one
yellow lantern and nine familiar faces.

What Is NAMN?
NAMN stands for North American Meteor Network. The "NAMN" is an internet-based organisation founded in
1995. Our aim is to encourage amateur visual meteor observing in Canada and the USA. To find out more about
NAMN, See our site on the Web at:

http://web.infoave.netl-meteorobs
NAMN produces an e-mail based journal with the aim of providing amateurs across the continent with pertinent and
timely information about upcoming meteor showers, events and programs. NAMN Notes is a monthly newsletter
available both via e-mail and on the NAMN website.
If you are new to meteor observing, and just want to go out and see a meteor shower - then get out a lawnchair and a

sleeping bag, and just enjoy yourself! However, if you would like to try actually recording meteor data, that we can use
for the study of meteors, then check out out NAMN Observing Guide at:

http://web.infoave.netl-meteorobs/guide.html
Some useful star charts can be printed off from our NAMS website. These show the constellations, the RA and Dec
star coordinates, and the brightness of certain standard stars to help you judge the magnitudes of the meteors you see.
This set of 4 charts is available at:

http://web.infoave.netl-meteorobs/charts.htmJ
If you wish to receive the monthly "NAMN Notes", check out the website listed above. Any questions, feel free to email Mark Davis, Coordinator at:

MeteorObs@Charleston.Net
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